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Zamperla adds
family fun with
9 themed rides
IMG WORLDS

ZAMPERLA + VR =

FABI LAND

WITH A THEMED AIR RACE 6.4

FUN, FUN, FUN !

HOME TO 5 ZAMPERLA RIDES

Zamperla adds family fun to Dubai
Parks & Resorts
Last year saw the opening of Dubai Parks & Resorts and we are proud
to be part of this amazing new project
As the largest entertainment destination in
the Middle East’s UAE region, Dubai Parks
& Resorts (DPR) has been developed to
support Dubai’s tourism vision and grow
the family leisure industry in the region.
The spectacular destination comprises
three theme parks and one waterpark, namely Motiongate Dubai, Bollywood Parks Dubai, LEGOLAND
Dubai and LEGOLAND Waterpark,
as well as the multi-themed dining and retail experience Riverland Dubai and the Lapita Hotel. And each of the theme
parks is home to a selection
of Zamperla rides – in fact 9
in total. Bringing together
popular IPs from a number
of different movie studios – including Columbia, DreamWorks and Lionsgate – Motiongate is a one of a kind venue. Zamperla’s creative
team once again utilised its skill and expertise to create several rides inspired by different movies and which fit
perfectly within the themed areas they were designed for. Among these is a Rockin’ Tug which became a log spinning and rolling inside the Shrek area (Swamp Celebration), while a Magic Bikes 8, called Penguin Air at the park, sees
riders join the penguins and their crew of chimp mechanics on a high-flying adventure inside the Madagascar themed

area. In the Kung Fu Panda area guests can enjoy the spinning sensation of one of Zamperla’s Tea Cup 12 rides along
with Mr. Ping from the noodle shop, while in the area inspired
by the movie How To Train Your Dragon, a Galleon 42 adds
perfectly to the atmosphere of thisViking-themed zone. In
Bollywood Park, the first Bollywood theme park anywhere in
the world, a Zamperla’s Midi Ferris Wheel can be found inside
one of the richly themed buildings. The ride is themed on India’s
most popular sport, cricket, with the rider vehicles being shaped
like cricket balls and the arms of the wheel designed as cricket
bats. Providing all-year-round LEGO-themed fun and adventure
for families with children aged 2 to 12, LEGOLAND Dubai is home to a Magic Bikes 6 and a Family Gravity Coaster
from Zamperla, which bring the perfect level of excitement and thrills to its young guests. We are delighted to
have been chosen to supply these attractions to Dubai Parks & Resorts and to have been involved in what is an
unprecedented development in the theme park industry.

World’s largest indoor theme park
chooses a ‘best seller’
IMG Worlds of Adventure features themed Air Race 6.4
The largest indoor theme park in the world has chosen one of Zamperla’s most popular attractions as a key ride in
one of its themed areas. IMG Worlds of Adventure in Dubai opened in August 2016 and features four themed zones
over an area of 1.5 million square feet, the equivalent of 28 football fields. It is the first global theme park to incorporate the Marvel and Cartoon Network
brands in addition to two proprietary
brands, IMG Boulevard and Lost Valley –
Dinosaur Adventure. Attractions featured within the Cartoon Network zone
are based on popular characters from
the IP and include Mojo Jojo’s Robot
Rampage, an Air Race 6.4 themed on
The Powerpuff Girls. For this particular ride, Zamperla’s Art Dept. developed three different vehicles to
transform the more familiar Air
Race airplane into the three different Powerpuff Girls, while the
centre of the attraction plays
host to Mojo Jojo’s evil robot
creation which threatens the
city. The IMG Air Race demonstrates once again how this hugely popular thrill ride can easily be adapted to any custom theme, while with seating capacities ranging from 12 to 24 seats it can also be installed in almost any park, indoor or outdoor.

Fabiland adds a mix of thrills and
family fun
Al Othaim’s new FEC in Dubai Festival Center is home to 5 Zamperla rides
Covering an area of 7,000sq. m, Fabiland opened
in the summer of 2016 at the Dubai Festival
Center and is the largest FEC to be developed by Al
CARATTIEPOLETTO ADV

Othaim outside Saudi Arabia. Zamperla was
contracted to supply the majority of the rides at the
venue and provided a mix of thrill and family
attractions ideal for Fabiland’s target market. The
thrill rides include an Air Race 6.4 and a Disk’O 24, while
the family/kiddie rides are a Jumping Tower, Convoy and
Happy Swing.
All the attractions supplied were custom themed to
Fabiland’s unique mascot (a fox), as well as its colors and
lighting. We are extremely proud that Al Othaim chose a
selection of Zamperla rides to help ensure the success of
its newest FEC in Dubai.

Zamperla + VR = Fun, fun, fun!
Zamperla gets ready to launch new series of products integrating ride experiences and VR
Supported by its experience with Virtual Reality (VR) based devices which dates back to 2013, Zamperla is set to
launch a series of products in the next few months which will combine ride experiences with VR technology.
The first example will be on a WindstarZ ride that will open in April at
Coney Island, US. With the riders having the ability to control the
steering bar, this ride proved to be an ideal match for an interactive
experience. While the standard ride allows riders to control their
flight in a hang-glider, customising their trajectory for a great view
of the park and its surroundings, the VR version will allow them to
Patents or pending patents are applicable to certain rides and/or their components depicted in this brochure - see www.zamperla.com/legal/patents

be the ‘captain’ of their very own VR experience. As the hang-glider
dangles, giving riders a true sensation of flying, the steering bar
gives the ‘captain’ the ability to catch targets and dodge around
obstacles.
However, this is only the start of the introduction of VR elements
to various rides as the Zamperla team is also working on applying
the technology to other best-selling attractions and offering
additional innovative products with hi-tech features.
So, if you are looking to add the ‘tech of the moment’ to your
WINDSTARZ VR

An immersive experience with real interaction.

park, talk to your Zamperla sales representative to see what
solutions he can provide for you.
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